FOGO ISLAND FILM AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPI1ENT PROJECT

Submitted by:
Bill Nemtin & Colin Low.

This report is a combination of two reports.

The one by Colin Low,

described his personal experiences and decisions taken prior to and during the
filming on Fogo Island.

The other by Bill Nemtin was a record of the reactions

and events arising from the screenings.

The observations and conclusions con-

tained in the last section of this report are culled, ,from both.
For the purpose of clarifi.cation, Colin's recount of his experiences
has been identified by quotation marks.
Intro to Fogo Island
Fogo Island is a fishing commlmity off the north-east coast of Newfoundland, forty miles north of Gander.

It has 5,000 people living in ten

communities - Joe Batts Arro, Seldom, Little Seldom, Tilting, Shoal Bay,
Fogo, Stag Harbour, Island Harbour, Deep Bay, and Barr'd Islands.

It is

an old community - 300 years old - with a real sense of history and
tradition.

The houses, churches, stores, have been built by the people.

Its problems are many, but typical of the problems in outports aIl over
the Maritimes.
Fishl.l,e.', methods are antiquated, marketing and developrœnt organization
is lacking, 60% of the people are on welfare (on an island where there
is a stigma attached to receiving welfare), and there is a feeling of
pessimism in the people.
However, there does seem to be a desire of the people to stay and live
on Fogo Island.
We chose Fogo for these reasons.

Its problems were comnon to many

communities, and although there was sorne feeling of pessimism, there
was an emotional tie to the tradition and history of the Island by the
people.

We hoped to build on that and direct it toward co-operation and

development.

FOGO ISLAND FILM AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
1.

Purpose
The purpose of the Fogo Island project was to investigate the reactions of a
community wher. its people and problems were filmed in depth and then played
back to them for discussion and criticism.
Our role, as we saw it, was to facilitate
and between communities.

cO~~lmication

between individuals

To assist in transferring information from one

segment of the community to another.

B,y this simple process we hoped to generate confidence in people to
formulate and express their problems as they see them.

The expression of

problems is a step towards understanding and solving them.
The playback of these expressions in the community, we felt, could reveal the
contradictions in individual attitudes and also in group attitudes.
would be a stop towards the modification of attitudes.

It

Not the modification

of attitude through dissemination of information or propaganda, but a truly
participatory modification that is bound to be more creative.
This

~~ocess ~jould

involve controversy.

Controversy can generate tensions

which if left unresolved can further fragment communities.

Between a

dynamic and fruitful exchange and fist fights there is a delicate line.
We were particularly interested in the effects of this process on community
self-analysis and action.

At the sarne time we wished to examine how the roles

of the filmmaker, the community development officer and the leaders of the
commQnity would be affected.
Besides the fostering of discussion and action on Fogo Island, we also wished
to foster community-governnlent relations with the film capturing the views of
the people.

At the sarne time we hoped that when the material was shown in

communities with problems similar to Fogo, it would promote greater understanding and action.
Conscious of the interest in the experiment by Memorial University, we were
also interested in fashioning a prototype for this type of involvement.

We

were then particularly intent on being sensitive to all the reactions that
occurred and recording them.

We also tried to be continually critical of our

own actions and to be constantly on the look-out for PQssible alternatives.
One other part of the experiment was an attempt to train student filmmakers
who could participate in future projects of this type.
students from St. John's.

These were university
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Reasons for the selection of Fogo Island
The selection of Fogo Island as the location for the project waS made by
Colin Low in concert with the Extension Department of Memorial University.

"MY

introduction to the Newfoundland scene was through the Extension

Service of Memorial University.
Consultation was extensive during aIl phases of pre-production work.
However, the Department of Extension was not the only source of information which determined the decisions related to the selection of a
location.

Several branches of the Federal and Provincial

were consulted.

C~vernments

Many private opinions were taken into account.

When l came to Newfoundland to assist in setting up the Regional
experiment, l set about acquiring suggestions for the location and
aims of the project.
l was shown several possible sites, Arnold's Cove, Marystown,
St. Shotts, Baie De Verde, Lewisporte, etc.
Many subjects were suggested and problems were outlined, reSc

lement, industrialization, urbanization, education, etc.
However, this project was to be more than the making of a film,

or films - its purpose was to use film to assist a comnrnnity to come
to grips with sorne of its problems.
l selected Fogo because:
(1) It had many problems, social, economic, educational;
(2) The policy of the government towards this area was
being formulated.

In effect its future was uncertain.

(3) Fogo Island was large enough to offer problems in inter-

community communication.

There are ten villages on Fogo.

Yet it was a geographical entity - in microcosm not unlike
the Newfoundland situation.
l suppose also l should admit that the idea of an island appealed
to me as a symbol of community.

This notion was hardly useful on the

island but l felt it might have a value if the film went further
afield.
It seemed to me that the people in towns on Fogo Island had
begun to think of themselves as Fogo Islanders and were beginning
to accept broader loyalties than those traditionally fostered in
the narrow confines of the Bay towns.
would be interesting to try to record.

l thought this metamorphosis
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Also the cornmunity had a character not dissimilar to situations
that l had filmed before and l felt personally more confident than
l would have been with more complex situations.

At this point l

was acutely aware of my ignorance of Newfoundland.
After a few days with Fred Earle l was also confident of his
ability and familiarity with the local situation.

l would not have

attempted this assignment without his support and enthusiasm.
However, l realize:l also that our presence on Fogo might generate
difficulties that we could not foresee in advance.
social problems is a delicate milieu."

Any area with
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111 Filming
After the initial research by Colin in May, he returned in July and continued
to acquaint himself with the island and at the same time attempted to find
subjects to be filmed.

On August l a cameraman, soundman and assistant camera-

man arrived, as did the four students.

They started by shooting the launching

of Jim Decker's boat and continued filming for five weeks until the first week
in September.

Twenty hours were filmed.

The material covered such issues as

fishing methods, welfare s education, and co-operatives.
everyday events and unique qualities of Fogo IsImld life.

It also portrayed
Of the ten

communities, eight were in at least one film and one sequence was shot on
Change Islands, a commtmity close to Fogo.
the portrayal of local personalities.

Another aspect of the footage was

The views, successes, and failures of

Dan Roberts, Jim Decker, Andrew Britt, Don Best, Mrs. Miller, Billy Crane,
Harvey Cobb, the McGraths, Mr. Burke of Tilting, hopefully would be important
for the development of local leadership.
The film could not have been done without the assistance of Fred Earle, the
loct.' community development officer.

His knowledge of the people and the

problems, a result of his work and his being a native of Fogo, were indispensible.

He suggested subjects and aided in the interviewing.

Besides

being invaluable to the filming in this role, his participation was important
for another reason.

He wanted to see how his role as a C.D. officer would be

effected by his association with the filmmaking and the consequent exposure
at the screenings.
The crew was increased by one with the acquisition of Randy Coffin, a native
Fogo Islander.

Colin included Randy in the filmmaking and he aided in the

interviewing and selection of subjects.

It was also intended that he acquire

cameraman's skills so that he could participate in future projects.
"1 was surprised how readily people were prepared to speak for
the camera - how naturally they speak - without affectation, without
posing.

l do not think this is a result of naivety or a lack of

sophistication.

Many of their ideas are anything but naive.

l think

many have a natural courage, frankness and sincerity.
l had more trouble eliminating potential candidates than in
getting candidates.

People seemed to feel there was a certain status

in being filmed - they weren't pushy at aIl, but once they said 'Yes'
they would have been disappointed if we did not follow it up.
Sometimes we laid on our filming with great care - trying to
prepare an environment and circumstance that would put people at ease.
Sometimes we used a kind of surprise technique.

We "dropped in" on

people while they were at work.
given permission.

At no tirne did we film before being

At no time did we use hidden camera techniques.

l

am very opposed to these techniques, particularly related to this
kind of work.
There will be sorne people who will feel that what we have
brought back is sorne entertaining observations of Fogo life valuable sociological and historical records - but also sorne antigovernment statements.
It was difficult on the Island last August to find an expression
of

pr~-government

the film.

opinion.

Sorne did emerge during the screenings of

l think this is a situation which has little to do with

party politics.

After aIl people everywhere do spend a lot of time

talking about government and their views rarely are complimentary to any government.
There are people who tell us eagerly how much better things are
now than they were twenty years ago, but in the next breath they will
launch into a condemnation of sorne specifie government department or
policy.
It is impossible to avoid recording this spontaneous and natural
kind of political comment.

l do not think we could avoid it or should

avoid it.
After a certain amount of experience there filming, l found
my3elf probing very near the bone as far as sorne contentious issues
of the Island were concerned.
l did not start on the subject of welfare until about the fourth
week of work however.

We went first to the interviews that were easy

to obtain mld not particularly difficult.

Events of local pride are

good subjects ta start on.
The children of one town took me into their confidence before l
could say l was very weIl acquainted with their parents.

They were

50

lively and we had sa much fun filming together that l think the spirit
was contagious.
People are very pleased when you go to a wedding party and have
a good time.
l was assisted in my work by my wife and five-year-old son,
Alexander, who happened to be crazy about the Roebotham's residence in
Joe Batts Arm where we stayed. l am not in the habit of using my
family ta help me allay suspicion on location.

In this case the trip

was a holiday for my îamily but l think it helped establish a rapport.
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The location and selection of individuals who can represent
individual and group attitudes is not easy.

Many factors are involved.

Sorne people may be perfectly willing to speak on controversial
subjects

bu~

because of certain circumstances their involvement in

the film would jeopardize or dirninish their position in the community.
These must be avoided.
A person holding a certain job could be in danger of losing
that job if he brought up questions connected with the unethical
practices, for instance, of the firm he is emplcyed in.
Sometimes it is hard to avoid such testimony if it is a vital
question in the community.

l think it is vital that the interests

of the individual be protected and if it is necessary to bring out
the idea that the welfare of the community i8 being jeopardized
by unethical business practices it should be done by people who will
not be darnaged by the revelation.
Some people should be avoided for reasons of health.

One

person on Fago - a lady of advanced years - fainted in front of the
camera.

She exhibited no tendency towards weakness and nerVoU8ness

before the filming began.
incident and fainted.

She recalled an unpleasant childhood

One must approach aIl filming with awareness

of the complications that can ensue.
Religious differences in a community must be treated with
extreme sensitivity,
Mistakes made in this area can often not be repaired.

It is

essential that the filmmaker be unprejudiced as far as religion is
concerned.

He must also believe that religion has been, and can be,

a positive social force.

If he does not, l do not see how he can

begin to relate to many people.

He does not have to agree with a

broad spectrum of religious views, but he must have some respect for
religion as a part of the well-spring of human aspiration and hope.
Fred Earle did a great deal of the interviewing, having had a
good deal of experience on the DECKS AWASH program.

l supplemented

his work when l felt it was necessary to have a slightly different
style, or questions that were more external to the situation.
People would answer me as an outsider with a kind of detail that
indicated an awareness of my lack of background.
1 believe that it is necessary to let the persen interviewed
take the path he is most concerned with.

A delicate rein can be

used in the questions to keep him on the path or to alter the path
completely, but "leading" questions should be avoided.

Orten
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interviewers ask "leading" questions to save time or film footage.
An example of this kind of question might be:

"WeIl, Mr. Wells,

we know that long liners certainly bring in more fish than the
older type of boats, and they are much more comfortable to operate.
How do you find them in this respect?"
Answer:
certainly

"Yes, they certainly do bring in more fish and they

a~e

more comfortable to operate.

A lot more comfortable,

l would say.1I
Dead end.
Alternative.
Question:
the Funks.

"Last week you mentioned you were making a trip to

How did it gO?1I

The answer may come in the form of a long yarn - but it would
be surprising if it did not contain a lot of vital information on
both the subject of size of cateh and the feasibility of operatinc
long distances.
l have been subjeeted to so mueh interviewing of the former
kind by so-ealled professionals on television, that l try ta avoid
insulting my subjects in this manner.
A technique to employ is to entertain your subjeet briefly
with a yarn, a joke, or a drink of rum if that is in order, and
then step back and be a good listener.

A responsive listener.

If

you enjoy what people (aIl kinds of people) have to say, you can
do this kind of work; if you are not having a good time, an
interesting time, your boredom will show and the interview won't
go anywhere.
Your motivation cannot be based only on a desire to get the
information on the film.

Yeu must be patient, happy to spend time

in the company of your subjeet without filming.

Only this

gsnerosity of time and genuineness of interest can achieve significant results. 1I

-lV
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Editing
From September S to November 17 the footage waso edited down to 5 hours by
Dennis Sawyer of the National Film Board.
and Randy.

He was aided, of course, by Colin

In order to speed up the editing process he had familiarized

himself with the project by coming to Fogo for five days in August during the
shooting.
The major decision in editing was to cut the material vertically rather than
horizontally.

In other words, the films were based on personalities incor-

porating a variety of issues, rather than an issue incorporating a variety
of personalities.

This was done for a variety of reasons.

First, it was how

it was shot and to start restructuring would be a slow task.

More important

it was, as valuable to present personalities as issues, since action would
require leaders and community support for

them~

This method also avoids the

obvious editorializing that oceurs when personalities are juxtaposed by an
editor.

Furthermore, certain people did embody specifie issues and horizontal

editing was not needed.
of just over 5 hours.

By November 1$ we had 23 films wi. th a total length
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List of films and description
FOGO ISLAND U1PROVEMENT OOMMITTEE - 15 minutes. Discussion of Fogo Island
Improvement Conmüttee on the building of a speaking platform for the anticipated visit of the Newfoundland Premier.

~

n'Jo

CABINE'r IUNISTERS - 15 minutes.

Discussion between Eric Jones (Fogo M.P.P.)

and l~. Crosby (then Minister of Municipal Affairs) on the role of the Improvement Committee and the feasibility of Supra-island government.
~FISHERMEN'S }ffiŒTING - 15 minutes.

market any

spe~ies

The lack of fish and the inability to

but cod are some of the problems discussed in thia film.

"'" THE HERCHANT AND THE T.EACHER - 12 minutes. Role of merchants and the feasi~ility of co-operatives.
~DAN ROBERTS ON FISHING - 20 minutes. Description of success of longliner and
problems encountered in obtaining and running it.
BILLY CRANE LEA.VES HIS ISLAND - 20 minutes. This man tells why he is being
forced to leave Change Island and seek employment in Toronto.
JIM DECKER BUILDS A LONG LINER - 20 minutes.

Description of how a man with

labour lent to him by his friends, built a Longliner and overcame problems of
financing, lack of tools and government support.
TOM BEST ON CO-OPERATIVES - 10 minutes. A discussion on the problems and
efficacy of a fishermen's co-operative.
)i{.. vJEDDING AND PARTY - 10 minutes. '11'10 separate occasions: A Catholic wedding
in Joe Batts p~ South and a party with music and dancing in Joe Batts Arm
North •
.~ A VI01vIAN'S PLACE - 15 minutes.

Two women discuss the role and problems of

women, education and shopping on Fogo Isla,nd.
SONE PROBLEHS OF FOGO - 20 minutes. Deals "li. th fishermen' s unions, the fish

~

plant, able bodied welfare, the problems of education and the issue of consolidation of the schools.
THE 1'-ICGRATHS AT HOl1E AlIJ"D FISHING - 10 minutes. A discussion on fishing with

some criticism of the longliners.
~ JOE KINSELLA ON EDUCATION - 10 minutes.

*

Tho problcmof young

peoplebcco~ing

oducatcd nnd lenving the island.

CITIZEN DISCUSSIONS - 14 minutes. Discussion on recent efforts to get
government support for the United Maritimes Fisheries running of the Seldom
Fish Plant and the subsequent decision in favour of the Yellow Fish Compal1J'~.
,;f<THE STORY OF"THE UP TOP' - 10 minutes. How one family vlith no government aid
and little capital brought up an old passenger boat from the bottom where it
had been sitting for 4 years and renovated the boat and motor so it could be

used for fishing.
~BRIAN EARLE_ ON MERCHANTS AND vJELFARE - 10 minutes.

Relationships of the

mer chants and fishermen and the demoralizing effect of welfare.
4C'THE SONGS OF CHRIS COBB - 10 minutes. Singing of songs and reciting of poems
made up by Mr. Cobb on the old days and new modern changes in Fogo Island.
ANDRm'J' BRITT AT SHOAL BAY - 20 minutes. Discussion of fishermen's cooperation, need for a fish plant and adult education.
iC DISCUSSION ON vV,ELFhRE - 7 minutes. Strong discussion on the effects of
welfare on Fogo Island residents.
~JIM DECKER'S PARTY - 5 minutes. A rollicking Newfoundland party.
THE CHILDREN OF FOGO ISLAND - 20 minutes. E>cposition on various play
activities of Fogo kids.

*'
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List of films and description - cont'd.

~THE tlliRCER FAMILY - 10 lninutes. A family discussed pressures forcing kids off
the Island and away from family.
~THOUGHTS ON F0GO J...ND NORVJb.Y - 12 minutes. Discussion on methods of fishing,
marketing, organization and welfare in Norway.
,~}::?HE FOUNDIIJG',OF 'THE CO~OPE~I.TIYE, - 20 minutes.
This is a record of the
. founding meeting of the Fogo Island Ship Building and Producer Co-operative.
#-FOGOIS EXP1..TRI1.TES - 15 minutes. Some ex-Fogoites express their opinions on
the life and problems of the Island.
rVJILLliJvI vJELLS Ti.LKS lJ30UT THE I8LhND - 20 minutes.

One man 1 s defense of the

viability of Fogo Island and his apprehension of the exodus of young people.
THE IIvlPROVE}.lENT COMlvIITTEE l..ND THE Ci..BINET MINISTER - 15 minutes. 1. meeting
of the Fogo Island Improvement Committee with I{r. Charles Granger, federal
Mbmber of Parliament for Fogo: and a }linister without Portfolio.
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Setting up of screenings
a)

Personnel - R. Coffin, B. Nemtin, C. Low.

b)

Halls;

In sorne cases, the choosing of halls met

~dth

problems.

The ideal

was a centrally located hall ~~th heat, electricity and a seating capacity
of at least .300 in the large centres and 150 in the small. Fishermen IS
halls and schools were usually used?
Sorne halls ~hough centrally located, had no electricity. Others, like
the Pentecostal hall in Seldom, presented special problems since no
smoking was allowed and no films with music, dancing or drinking could
be shown.
Sometimes a fee of $10.00 was necossary to cover the expenses of the
hall.
c) Advertising: To advertise the screenings, posters were distributed to the
stores in the town, two days before the screening, listing the date, time
and place. On the day of the screening, notices containing the sa~e
inforrnntions were sent home with the children.

VII Treatrncnt
In the filming and discussions we stressed to the community that thi$ was
their fi~. Wo had come to capture the views of the island and they, the
residonts, were experts on that subject. It was why the films were incompletc
and on two tracks. We invited them to suggest if the material should be cut
or expanded. We also asked their pernüssion to show it off the island and
asked their opinion on the v~lue of doing so. We entertained suggestions to
whom it should be shown. Further, we invited discussion on the issues
presented so Wû could become more informed and b0tter able ta present the
films off the island. By this discussion we also hoped to foster intercommunity communication.
For the sarne reasons we only filmed people after receiving their permission
and we later screened their footage for them before showing it on Fogo
Island. This was done at a screening on November 21 bofore the public
screenings commenced.At these screenL~gs we got signed releases from the
people we filmed.
We also approached the screenings with the intention of recordingthe reaction
for the purpose of future study. We utilized a tape recorder and the services
of Ben Law, a free lance photographer, for this purpose. ht one point we
also tried to film the reactions at the screenings.
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Vlll List of screenings - programme and
'lrJedne sday,
Nov. 22

275 people

Thursdny,
Nov. 23

30 people

attendanc~

Joe Batts /œm North

- THE SONGS OF CHRIS COBB
WEDDING l..ND PIJi:TY
JIM DECKER'S PARTY
- FOGO ISLlt.ND IHPROVENENT
COJ'.1r.UTTEE
TVJO Ch.BINET MINISTERS

Friday,
Nov.. 24

100 people

Seldom

- THE sa NGS OF CHRIS COBB
WEDDING IJID Pi..RTY
JHf DEClŒR'S PIJtTY
BRI1.N EARLE ON MERCHi...NTS
h.ND 'lrJELFlJtE

Saturday,
Nov. 25

150 people

Barr'd Islands

-THE SONGS OF CHRI S COBB
WEDDING l,ND PiffiTY
JIM DECKER'S Pl..RTY

Monday,
Nov. 27

250 people

Fogo

- THE SONGS OF CHRI S COBB
vJEDDING h.ND PLJtTY
Di..N ROBERTS ON FISHING
BILLY CR11.NE LEhVES HIS
IS:uND

Tuesday,
Nov. 28

150 people

Tilting

- THE MCGRi.THS AT HOME lJID
FISHING
T JE SONGS OF CHRIS COBB
FISHERl-1EN' S MEETING
WEDDING AND PlJ1TY
JOE KINSELL1.. ON EDUC1..TIüN

Wednesday,
Nov.. 29

125 people

Fogo

Wednesday,
Nov" 29

300 people

Joe Bntts lœm North

- DAN ROBERTS ON FISHING
A WOIvfi.N' S PL1..CE
BILLY CR.l~ LEi.VES HIS
ISLJJJD
HIGH STEEL

Novo 30

95 people

Joe Batts Arm South

- Dl..N ROBERTS ON FISHING
FISHERMENIS MEETING
BILLY CRiJ'JE LEl..VES HIS
ISIJ.ND
HIGH STEEL

Friday,
Dec. 1

80 people

Seldom

- HIGH STEEL
FISHERMEN'S MEETING
BILLY CR1~ LEhVES HIS
ISL1JID
THE RIDE
l KNOW l ..N OLD IJ.DY

futurdny
Deco 2

110 people

Barr'd Islands

- HIGH STEEL
Dl.N ROBERTS ON FISHING
BILLY CRJ..NE LEh.VES HIS
ISLiJID
THE RIDE

Sunday
Dec. 3

35 people

Lionts Club Members

- JIM DECKER 's P1.RTY
THE CHILDREN OF FOGO ISL1JID
THOUGHTS ON FOGO h.ND NORH1.Y
CITY OF GOLD

l~glican

School

- THE SONGS OF CHRIS COBB
DiJV ROBERTS ON FISHING

Thursday,
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List of screenings
Monday
Dec. 4

Tuesday
Dec. 5

~programme

300 people

and attendance

cont'd.
- THE CHILDREN OF FOGO ISLAND
THOUGHTS ON FOGO l.ND NORVU.Y
TOM BEST ON CO-OPEHlSIVES
FOGO ISUND U1PROVEHENT
CüHMITTEE
SOME PRO BLEMS OF FOGO

Fogo

- FOGO ISLJ,.NJ) D1PROVENENT

35 people

CO~IITTEE

THOUGHTS ON FDGQ J,.ND NORUJ...Y
lJIDREW BRI'fT 11.T SHOi.L BU
Wednesday
Dec. 6

Friday
Dec. 8

Sa:t.urday
Dec.9

200 people

40 people

150 people

Joe Batts Arm North

- JIM DECIŒH.' S PhRTY
lJIDREW BRITT fiT SHOAL BiS
SBECllLiMEETING
FOGO ISUND :rMP.RIDVEMElJT
CONMITTEE
SONE PROBLEM3 OF FOGO
THE CHILDREN OF FOGO ISLlJID

Shoal Bay

- THE SONGS OF CHRIS COBB
BILLY CRJ...NE LE.h.VES HIS
ISIJ.ND
l..NDREVI mITT 1..T SH01..L MY
THE CHILDREN OF FOGO
ISUND

Deep Bay

- Tl.E SONGS OF CHRIS GOBE

DJ...N ROBERTS ON FISHING
BILLY CRi..NE LEI..VES HIS
IS]J..ND
THE CHILDREN OF FOGO ISLiJID
Saturday
Dec. 9

Joe Batts Arm North

- FOR KIDS ONLY
JIN DECKER 's P1..RTY
WEDDIID l~ND PùRTY
THE SaNGS OF CHRIS COBE
THE RIDE
THE CHILDREN OF FOGO ISLiJID

Tilting School

- THE CHILDREN OF FOGO ISIJ..ND

Monday
Dec. Il

80 people

Tuesday
Dec. 12

200 people

Tilting

- THE NERCHi..NT 1.ND THE
TEJ,.CHER
1~DREW BRITT J...T SHOl.L BiLY
BILLY CRiJŒ LEAVES HIS
ISUND
THE CHILDREN OF FOGO ISL1..ND

Wednesday
Dec. 12

100 people

Island Harbour

- THE SONGS OF CHRIS COBB
DhN ROBERTS ON EISHING
BILLY CRANE LEi.VES HIS
ISUND
THE CHILDREN OF FOGO ISUND
THE RIDE

Thursday
Dec. 14

110 people

Joe Batts

Friday
Dec. 15

150 people

Seldom

i~m

South

.. iJIDR.m'l BRIT,] 1..T S HOl.L Bi"Y
CITIZEN DISCUSSIONS
THE CHILDREN OF FOGO ISLi..ND
JD~ OECKER'S P1..RTY

- THE NERCER FAMILY
CITIZEN DISCUSSIONS
lJIDRDJ BRITT J...T SHOl.L EhY
FOGO ISLAND IHPROVENEI\JT
GOMMITTEE
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List of screenings - programme and attendance (cont.)
Monday
- THE SONGS OF CHRIS COBB
Deo. 18
125 people Stag Harbour
DAN ROBERTS ON FISHING
BILLY CRANE LEAVES HIS ISLAND
THE CHILDREN OF FOGO ISLAND

Tuesday
Dec. 19

no screening

Wednesday
Dec. 20

left for Gander - returned Dec. 24

Thursday
Dec. 28

110 people

Tuesday
Jan. 2

Deep Bay

50 university students
and t eachers

- WEDDING AND PARTY
JIM DECKER BUILDS A LONG LINER
AND~\N BRITT AT SHOAL BAY
JIM DECKER'S PARTY

- JIM DECKER BUILDS A LONG LINER
THOUGHTS ON FOGO AND NORWAY
WEDDING AND PARTY
CITIZEN DISCUSSIONS
CITIZEN DISCUSSIONS
J IM DECKER 1 S PARTY

Wednesday
Jan. 3

35 people

ThlU'sday
Jan. Il

165 people

Monday
Jan. 15

75 people

Joe Batts Arm South - SOME PROBLEMS OF FOGO
THE MERCER FAMILY
THE STORY OF "THE UP TOP"
JOE KINSELLA ON EDUCATION
TOM BEST ON CO-OPERATIVES
THOUGHTS ON FOGO AND NORWAY
FOGO'S EXPATRIATES
THE MCGRATHS AT HOME AND
FISHING
BILLY CRANE LEAVES HIS ISLAND
(repeat)
FOGO ISLAND IMPROVEMENT
COMMITTEE

Tuesday
Jan. 16

30 people

Barr'd Islands

Sh0al Bay

- JIM DECKER BUILDS A LONG LINER
DAN ROBERTS ON FISHING
THOUGHTS ON FOGO AND NORWAY
CITIZEN DISCUSSIONS
CITIZEN DISCUSSIONS
WEDDING AND PARTY

Tilting

- JIM DECKER BUILDS A LONG LINER
DAN ROBERTS ON FISHING
FOGO ISLAND IMPROVEMENT
COMMITTEE
THOUGHTS ON FOGO AND NORWAY
CITIZEN DISCUSSIONS
SPECIAL MEETING
JIM DECIŒR'S PARTY

- ANDREW. BRITT AT SHOAL BAY
SOl-Œ PROBLH1S OF FOGO
THOUGHTS ON FOGO AND NORWAY
J IM DECKER' S PARTY
THE STORY OF "THE UP TOP"
THE MCGRATHS AT HOME AND
FISHING
THE MERCER FAMILY
THE CHILDREN OF FOGO ISLAND
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List of screenings - Erogramme and attendance (cont.)
Friday
Jan. 19
200 people
Joe Batts Ar.m North - TWO CABINET MINISTERS
THOUGHTS ON FOGO AND NORWAY
THE FOUNDING OF THE CoOPERATIVE
FOGO'S EXPATRIATES
FISHERMEN'S MEETING
THE MERCER FAMILY

Satutday
Jan. 20

125 people

Stag Harbour

- ANDR1lN BRITT AT SHOAL BAY
FOGO ISLAND IMFROVEMENT
COMl'1ITTEE
FISHERMEN'S MEETING
THOUGHTS ON FOGO AND NORWAY
'rHE MERCEH FANILY

Monday
Jan. 22

100 people

Island Harbour

- ·JDI DEGKER BUILDS A LONG

LINER
CITIZEN DISCUSSIONS l & II
JIM DECKER'S PARTY
FOGO ISLAND IMF ROVEMENT
COMMITTEE
Tuesday
Jan. 23

Friday
Jan. 26

Monday
Jan. 29

200 people

Fogo

- FISHEill1EN'S MEETING
CITIZEN DISCUSSIONS l & II
THE FOUNDING OF THE COOPERATIVE
TWO CABINET MINISTERS

at Memorial University for
Faculty
- SOME PROBLEMS OF FOGO
JIM DECKER BUILDS A LONG
LINER
FISHERMEN'S NEETING
ANDREW BRITT AT SHOAL BAY
THOUGHTS ON FOGO AND NORWAY
DAN ROBERTS ON FISHING
THE CHILDREN OF FOnO ISLAND
CITIZEN DISCUSSIONS
A WOMAN' S PLACE...
BILLY CRANE LEAVES HIS ISLAND
THE FOUNDING OF THE
CO-OPERATIVE
TOM BEST ON CO-OPERATIVES
at Memorial University for government
officiaIs
- TWO CABINET MINISTERS
FOGO ISLAND IMPROVEMENT
COl..fivlITTEE
DAN ROBERTS ON FISHING
BILLY CRANE LEAVES HIS ISLAND
JIM DECKER BUILDS A LONG
LINER
FISHERMEN'S MEETING
ANDFllilN BRITT AT SHOAL BAY
SOME PROBLEMS OF FOGO
THE CHILDREN OF FOGO ISLAND
THOUGHTS ON FOGO AND NORWAY
THE FOUNDING OF THE
CO-OPERATIVE

~

Reactions to

screen~gs

It is difficult to assess completely the reactions caused by the screenings
since a great deal occurred on the streets, in homes, stores, and sehools,
and sorne

thin~s

sereenings.

that did oceur cannot be seen as a direct result of the

l will try to document what we know did happen and in the next

section try to speeulate on their significance.
a) Attendanee
One statement that can be made with authority is that before Christmas,
the films were screened to a total audience of over 3,000 people o

Of

course, many people attended more than one screening and we have no way
of knowing how many of the 5,000 people on Fogo Island were exposed to
the films.
b) Reactions at the sereenings
There were sorne reaetions that were eommon to every screening.

The

reluctance of the people to discuss the issues in public was constant.
There are various reasons for this, which are discussed in a follo,üng
I~ny

section.

times discussion occurred informnlly after the screenings,

when people would linger to express their opinions.

Hany times we would

find ourselves staying 30 minutes to an hour after a screening with a smail
knot of interested people, debating the issues that were presented.
[Ulother general reaction wes an overall approval and enjoyment of the
films.

This was expressed by applause when statements were made on which

there seemed to be a consensus.

The need for a fish plant, the arbitrari-

ness of certain government action, the inherent value of Fogo life, aIl
aroused this type of response.

There was, alsolaughter and warm approval

for the mPny hUmE.n qualities presented in the films.

wbether we presented

local characters like Mr o Cobb or the McGraths, or special events like a
wedding party, or just everyday events like kids playing, or boats being
grounded, everyone expressed their enjoyrnent.
~njoyment

People derived a tremendous

from just seeing themselves, or their friends and relatives on

film, especially if they were doing something typical.
Discussion, whether formal or informaI revolved arolli1d the issues prcsonted fishing methods, the need for a new fish plant, the effectiveness of
longlincrs, welfare, education, the future of Fogo Island, and the possibilities of reloeation, the exodus of young people from the island, the
need for co-operation and co-operatives, the strengths and weaknesses of
the Improvement Committee, ail the issues prcsentcd in the films.
A number of screenings provided sorne particular reactions which are
important to

note~

The Seldom screenings provided problems at the start.

Vle wanted to use
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the Pentecostal School, since it had folding doors between the classrooms, and
it waal the most central.

However, when the Pastor, Mr. Bellman, presented

the proposa1 to his Board, it was refused, because of their suspicion of film
in general.

They do not allow smoking, singing, dancing, or drinking in their

religion, and therefore were re1uctant to approve of film.
However, a screening was held on Friday, November 24, in Seldom at the
Anglican School.

150 people were in attendance.

When the Jim Decker film

was shown, there were a few mutters of discontent and the odd scoff which
seemed to indicate sorne resentment to the Joe Batts Arm fishermen.

Also at

this screening the film BRIiili EARLE ON MERCHANTS AND WELF1.RE, a film dealing
mildly wi. th the effects of welfare, was included in the progrannne.
shown last and met with stony silence.
discussion cou1d even be started.

It \'Tas

At the end many people left before

A few lingered to discuss the problems of

obtaining longliners.
On Friday, December l, when we returned to Seldom, our audience was smaller

and composed mostly of chi1dren.
pO~~1t

Few adults were in attendance.

At this

we were determined to gain the support of the Pentecostals and re-

appealed to them for their school.

We were a1lowed to use it for the

December 15 screening, if no music, dancing, or drinking were in the films,
and no smoking occurred in the school.

We gladly complied.

On M:mday, November 27, the screening at Fogo aroused animated discussion on

a number of issues.

The films shown were on provokative issues and Dmy CRl...NE

LE.".vES HIS ISIJ..ND, shown together with DiJJ ROBERTS ON FISHING seemed to be
particularly arousing - the one, a story of frustration and failure, and the
other a success story.

Fishermen spoke against the welfare system, and boat

owners complained they couldn't get crews; other fishermen stated that it
didn ft pay to work since you make as much by staying home.

The Island doctor

spoke on the demoralizing effect of welfare and the lack of sanitary conditions in the schools.

AlI of these speeches met with enthusiastic response

from the audience and they applauded the statements of the doctor in particular.
However, a division in views did emerge as sorne fishermen criticized the
wealthier element which DkN ROBERTS ON FISHlNG was seen to represent.

11.

speech made supporting him as a citizen who was beneficia1 to the Island met
with enthusiastic applause.
On vlednesday, November 29, the same films were screened in Joe Batts Arm North,

with even more dramatic results.

Here the division became readily apparent

with the older fishermen attacking the use of longliners, gill nets and
the work of the Improvement Committee.

The discus sion became

50

heated

that two of the three Joe Batts Arm North representatives on the Improvement
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Committee offered their resignations to the meeting.

The offer was refused by

the main attacker, George Brown, but a lack of communication between the
Improvement Committee and the comunity became

abund~1tly

clear.

They were

spoken of as those people who meet at the motel and drink beer in secret.
This meeting aroused some resentment in people who were uncomfortable vùth
public conflict.

Many were disturbed that we wasted their time, having to

listen to "those people".

"Those people" were generally those on welfare or

older fishermen \1ho believed that gill nets were destro;ying the fishing grounds,
that longliners were no answer to the present problems, and that the improvement committee represented views diametrically opposed to theirs.

There

seemed to be little communication between the two factions, in the way of
reconciling these two views.

Another one of those people was John Decker,

the local garage owner, who seemed to cast aspersion on aIl efforts at
improvement.

His general attitude seemed to be that Fogo was doomed as a

viable unit, and that people should face it.

His opinions were met with

open opposition and rankling.
A?: ;,her film screened a t this meeting met with an interesting reaction:

film A WOMAN'S PLACE on the role of women on the Island.

the

Aftcr the film,

the audience was asked if women should be on the Improvement Committee.
This was met with silence.

The only response was sorne rather scoffing

amusement on the part of sorne of the men.

On Tuesday, November 28, we met with a rather unexpected reaction in Tilting.
\~1en

we first arrivcd, the priest refused ta let us use certain chairs to

accommodate the overflow crowd since they were supposedly reserved for
special occasionso

The films were shown and met with loud applause and

appr0ving laughter at the recognition of friends and relatives.

At the

conclusion a teacher spoke supporting the use of the films off Fogo Island
to communicate its problems ta others.
At this time, the priest got up and adamantly "forbad" us to show the film
for lIcntertainment" purposes off the Island.

He also stated that this was

his view and he would entertain no question on the matter.
staten~nt

Mr. Low made a

on the purpose of the project and made assurances on the future

use envisaged for the film.

The teacher then spoke again, encouraging the

use of the film off the Island.

The suspicion of the priest was allayed

by the appeal of one particular film THE CHILDREN OF FOGO ISLAND and a special
screening held at the motel for a group of Lion's Club members on Sunday,
December 3.

At this screening Tom Penton, an influential member of the parish,

was particularly moved by the "THE CHILDREN OF FOGO ISLANDII film.

When we

approachcd the Catholic school at Tilting to show this film ta the children,

R~actions
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to screenings cont'd.

a meeting of the school board was called by the priest to discuss it.

Tom

Penton, a membor of the board, supported the shoh~ng so strongly that the
priest placed responsibility for aIl screenings in his hands.
On Nonday, Decembor 4, e.nd Tuesday, December 5, we attempted to film the
reactions of the audiences.

This seemed to have a retarding effect on

discussion.
In Fogo, on December

4, sorne comments were made on the efficacy of fisher-

men's co-operatives and the power of the large fish plants.

Comments were

also made on the standard of education on the Island.
On Wednesday, December 6, we presented a very full program at Joo Batts Arm
North.

There seemed to be a great reluctance to speak, but finally John

Decker, the local garage owner, spoke supporting the work of the Government
on the Island.

This aroused sorne tonse side remarks, and in general the

whole meeting was tense and silent.

The only other outburst was en attack

on en education sequence, by a member of the Board of Education, who defended
the standard of education at Joe Batts Arm North.

One remark in particular,

a" 'clding to students leaving Fogo Island to get a better standard of
education, was particularly attacked as wrong.
be deleted from the film.
calm him.

It wns agreed that it would

However, agreement on this point did not really

He requested an opportunity to debate on film the issues brought

up by the participants in the film.

He staunchly supported the present

system and could see no advantage in radically che.nging it.
Although it was not possible to arrange the debate because of the conflicting
schedules of the proposed participants, other events did occur.
Mrs.

~üller,

the Vice-Principal of Joe Batts Arm High School, stated that

there were more improvements granted to the school by the Board of Education
than in the past ten years.

She claims the films are directly responsible

by their causing a public confrontation on education.
Another interesting incident occurred before the screening.

An informaI

delegation of around JO teenagers demanded to be admitted to the screening.
This was met vdth an arrangement to have a special screening for aIl teenagers
on December 9.
The Decembcr 15 screening ct Seldom was noteworthy.

This screening was better

attended than the previous ones, but because of the restrictions imposcd by
the Pcntecostal religion, we could not show films with any music, dancing,
singing, or drinkingo

The program featured mainly discussion films and the

one that caused rapt attention was the film on the Seldom fish plant.

In

this film, a group of citizens attack the Government's choice to support the
Yellow Fish Company's bid to run the fish plant despite a petition signed
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by 90% of the fi shermen supporting t he United l'britime Fisheries.
vfuen discussion was called for, noneensued despite the attendance of the
manager of the Yèllow Fish Company.
various fishermen stayed behind
Yellow Fish Company.

Mr.

~nd

l~thony

However, after the screening, he and
discussed the merits and demerits of the

expressed a desire to be interviewed by

the National Film Board but refused to specifically commit himself.
On Saturday, December 9, we received sorne evidence that we were being discussod aIl over the Islend.

On that night, we had our first screèning in

Deep Bay, to about 150 people.

In the discussion after the film,

a~lIDst

evcry adult in attende.J1ce told us that the;}' had heard of the films previotls
to their coming, and in fact knew the specifie content of a few partieular
ones (BILLY CRANE LEl.VES HIS ISU.ND, particlùarly).
We met vùth a similar reaction nt our first screening in
December 13.

Isl~1d

Harbour on

Here wc also encountered an 80 ycar old lady who came out of

the screcning, deeply moved.

She had never seen films projected on the

sereon before.
Wben we returned to Island Harbour on January 22, wo found the adult attcndance
to be dOl'm.

vve had met vlith the same response at Stag Harbour on Jnnuary 20.

This was explained to us as a result of the lack of coverage of these two
towns.
We approached the screenings at the university for the faculty and government officiaIs ldth sorne apprehension.
We screened for the faculty on January 26 and received warm support for our
project.

He received a variety of advice, which was fiL'Iled.

One suggestion

was a closer relationship with social scientists doing field research.
The government, officiaIs, also gave us strong support.

Dr. Freeker, the

Provincial Socretary, gave a very moving speech supporting the project, and
Nr. E. Jones, Mo p. for Fogo and

~1inister

of Highways, and Nr ~ Eo Maloney,

l1inister of Fisheries and Social Developmont, both expressed similar sentiments.
Mr.

wished to add a qualification to one of the films and this was

~,Taloney

arranged.

Since then, his statcments have beon filmcd and will bo shown on

Fogo Island.

c) InformaI reactions
Of course, reactions at the screenings were only a portion of the overall
reactions that occurred.

Everyone connected vdth the filming and showing

was constantly being stopped on the street, in the stores, in the bar,
wherever we went, and given impressions.

Many of these were general

compliments on the films or the process- we were effecting, or encouraged
to show the films off the Island.
vicwpoints on the
came to light.

iss~es

In nœny cases, we were given individual

presented.

In these discussions, many new issues

Support for relocation off the Island was expressed

privately (but never publicly) and sorne indicated their intention to move.
Others expressed the opinion that thcre should be centralization on the
Island.

One fisherman suggested that the lack of navigational skill on

the Island was a ffic1.jor obstacle hampering fishing success,.
We were invited to a number of homes aftel' the screenings.

At one of thesc

the host played a tape of the Premier's speech that he recorded during his
recont visit to Fogo.
for a

la~ge

In goneral, we becrune a sounding board and confidant

number of people on the Island.

We also received the distinct impression that a great deal of discussion
was going on amongst the Island residents.

The doctor, the school

principal, the store keepers, aIl told us that the films becamo the major
topic of conversation.

On more than one occasion we were asked about a particulaI'

fi~n

by people

who had not yet seen it.
The filmmaker, Colin Low, achieved a particularly interesting position in
the Island.
Island.

He was accepted by everyone and became weIl knovm across the

In many cases, he was included in the important deliberations of

the Island's leaders.
It is difficult to assess what effects the films had on a number of events.
However, they are recorded here because they happened during the screenings;
they were important to the development of the Island, and there is a
possibility we may have had some l'ole in their development.
On December 7 a meeting was called to form an Island ship-building-producer
co-operative.

ht the screening on December 6, we announced the meeting and

had no screening on the 7.

One hundred and fifty men attended the meeting

of which 125 joined the co-op.
the meeting to be filmed.

There was a unanimous decision to allow

The meeting recruited the film crew to perform

other functions, like vote counting and taxiing of people from isolated
communities.

At the meeting we were constantly engaged in discussion on

the significance of the eveninB.

It is also significant that the two

leading directors elected to the board were Dan Roberts and JiJn Decker
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two men featured on the films.
l~other

development was the improved effectivoness of the Improvement

Committee.

A number of times, its activity was publicized by press and

television, and its submissions and encounters with the Government bocame
more polished and demPnding.
Fred Earle, the community devclopment officer, expressed the opinion that
his position was certainly strengthened by the screcnings.

lie was being

appro2chod constantly on the Island with comments, and even off the
Isl~nd,

process.

people had heard of the films and expressed interest in the

24~
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Observations, conclusion and possible alternatives
1) The Films - Our mnterial tended to fall into various categories with some

covering aIl categories.

1) Local entertainmcnt, 2) Cross-Island enter-

tainment, 3) Local issues, 4) Cross-Island issues.

Some aroused response

in every community while others evoked response only in the cormnunity
where they· were shot.

Films like BILLY CF/.hNE LEAiTF.s HIS ISLl..ND, Dl.N ROBERTS

ON FISHING, JIl1 DECKER BUILDS 1.. LONG LINER, THOUGHTS ON FOGO i.ND NOmU.Y,
FISHERHEN' S HEETING, J.NDREvl BlJ:TT kT SHOi.L Bl..Y, SPECI.I.L NEETING 1 & Il,
FOGO ISLiJ'ID IMPROVEl'1ENT CŒJilITTEE, SOME PROBLEMS OF FOGO, A ~"Jmi1N' S PU.CE,
and 7}lO CJ,.BINET MINISTERS, applied and were progranuned in every village.
They, nt times, received the nost response in their hometown, but

so~e,

like iJJDREW BRITT J,.T SH01JG Bi..Y, aroused discussion and applause wherever
it was shown.
Similarly, THE SONGS OF CHRIS COBB, THE CHILDREN OF FOGO ISL1..l'IJD, VŒDDING
J.J..Tf)

Pl...RTY, JD1 DECKER 1 S Pl.RTY, were enjoyed and aroused chuckles aIl over

the Island.

"\üthout a doubt, BILLY CRi.NE

LEi.V'~S

HIS ISLi.ND and THE

CHILDREN OF FOGO ISU.ND made the greatest impact.

The one caused

discussion wherever it was shown, the other had a warm humorous appeal,
leaving the audience with feelings of pride and nostalgia.
THE HCGRhTHS l..T HOME 1JJD FISHING, THE STORY OF "THE UP TOPII, TOM BEST ON
CO-CPERkTlVES, had a more local appoal.
2) Community Involvement - There is no doubt in my mind that our efforts
a:coused community discussion on a very large scale.

l am sure there are

very few, if any on the Island who have not heard of the films.

The

majority of people have discussed them or been exposed to discussion on
their content.
success.

In terms of exposure there is little doubt of their

Bach screening was a community event.

To evaluate their effect on community action or self-help is more diïficult.
No one got up at a screening p proposed a
carried into effect.

pl~

and had it unanimously

l think what did emerge was a consensus for action.

The films seemed to cause a certain tension or impatience to do something,
and when the opportunity was provided by the co-operative formation,
people turned out in large numbers to support it.
3) Role of Personnel in Process - It would be a mistclce to lirnit the process

that occurred to the screenings.

A great deal resulted from the relation-

ships built up between the project personnel and the COmw.ill1ity.

Dis-

cussion revolved around their presence as weIl as the presence of the
films.

They became a sounding board and conf'idant for individuals with

particular viewpoints -

and i t seemed ever;yone had a particular vievrpoint,
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Also the director achieved a special status in the community.

He was

respected by the leaders, accepted by aIl factions and was constantly
being used as advisor and arbiter.

In a relatively short time he

became known, accepted and respected.

To a certain extent l think this

was a result of his position as filmmaker and it is certainly a significant aspect in combining film and community development.

4) Nature of Discussion and Newfoundland Audiences obstacles to overcome in arousing discussion.

In Fogo thera were many

People were naturally

reluctant to speak before a crowd of over 200 people, especially whon
many of thorn are self-conscious of their lack of education.

There is

also a tendency to avoid divisive confrontations since the community
is small and isolated.

Thore seems to be a consciousness of the fact

that any divisions or strains threaten stability to a greatcr extent
than in larger communities.

Also because of the traditional role of

l'!omen, which is still maintained to a large extent, there is a reluctance
to discuss serious issues in t heir presence.
no wemen on the Improvement Committee.

For instance, there are

However, discussion did arise,

and at times it was heated and critical.

It illuminated the lack of

communication between the Improvement Cornmittee and the people.
also reflected the division between old and young fishermen.

It

Because

audiences sympathized with a great deal that was said and expressed
this in their applause, a consolidation of consensus seemed to occur,
especially on the problems of fish-processing.
stimulated more informal discussion in the

The discussion also

co~mlnity.

villen George

Brown and John Decker made speeches at Joe Batts Arm and challengod the
Improvement Committee, Joe Batts Arm buzzed for days on the confrontation.
It is interesting that at the follovüng screening in Joe Batts

J~m

people seemed almost determined NOT to speak, so as not to threaton
community stability.
5) Programming - In devising the programme for each screening, we tried to
accomplish a number of effects.

In order to put the audience at ease we

usually started with a light entertaining fiLm.

Then we tried to

develop an issue for the evening - either fishing, education, co-opcratives,
etc.

We would usually screen two films or issues allowing for discussion

after each one.

Usually there would be little discussion at

opportunity, and varying degrees at the second.

t~c

first

Decause discussion

usually caused tension, we ended the evening with another light film.
This also had the effect of making the audience want more, a desire we
promised to assuage at the next screening.

By and large, l think this
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was a successful format, for our crowds

di~

increase as we went along.

Also discussion occurred whon we were patient enough to endure long
silences ..
We strayed from the format a couple of times with disastrous effects.
On November 24 in Seldom wc ended with a critical film on t'lelfare and
lost our audience - they walked out.
On December 6 in Joe Batts Arm
issues, causing confusion and a

progrannned too many films on too many

l'le

l~ck

of discussion.

People left with

a feeling of frustration.
6) pther Effects - The leaders, the developmcnt cornmittee, and the

Co~~unity

Development Officer were aIl affected by the filmmaking and screening.
The views of the leaders were exposed on a large scale with a beneficial
affect.

Befora we cam Dan Roberts and Jim Decker t-vere obviously well

respected, successful and dynanuc.

The films seomed to convey this,

since at the election for co-operativc officcrs, they received the
most votes.
The Improvement Committee was exposed throughout the Island as weIl,
end although it received criticisn, it also reccived support.
among the critics "ras the recognition of its importance.
called the meeting to form the

co-oper[~tive,

Even

vfuen they

150 fishermen attended.

The nnprovenent Committee also benefitted from secing itself in action,
in a fairly uncomplimentary film.

Its methods ,md style did improve

over the period wc were there, and this was reflected in thoir press
ODverage and governmcnt recognition.
Fred Earle, the

Con~unity

Dovolopment Officer, expressod the opinion

that he was certainly aided in the oxposure he gained in the
the project.

fil~s

and

He seemed to feel it increased interest in self-improve-

ment and made action more possible.

7) Filmmaking - A number of observations were made on the decisions taken
during filming.

It is amazing how much response is aroused by the

recognition of familiar events, faces, and gestures.
tremendously entertaining.

~~at

People find thern

may seem to be a dull crowd seene

takes on new meaning when screened for a local audience.

The captur-

ing of local colour and hurnan events also endears the project and its
personnel to the people.

vfe very quickly convinced them that our aims

vJ'ere sympathetic with theirs.

We were invited to homes, warrnly received

and in general attained the position described above.
!nother aspect of the shooting that contributed to our acceptance, was
the fidelity which it displayed in reflecting the views of the community.
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Here freedom is neededj so that even anti.government feeling, though
sometimes based on misinformation, can be expressed on film.

At first

thcre was some suspicion about our connection with government but this
part of our footage allayed those fears.
Production values are certainly essential in maintaining interest.
can turn a dull discussion into telling character analysis.
particularly rewarded in this type of setting, where

They

They are

fa~miliar

gestures

and expressions of the subjects are recognized and appreciated.
In a project of this type it is also essential to involve aIl the
communities in the filmmaking.

If there is one film of local interest

in a screening, the excitement it causes spills over onto the others
shovm.

One oversight in the Fogo footage was a lack of material shot

at Seldom.

This became more important l"hen Soldom v-'8.s revealed to us

during the screenings as the misanthrope community on the isle.nd.
"The actual filming process seemed to have an effect on
people's attitudes.

They seemed to fael that there was an outside

interest in their existence.

l believe it did boost morale -

~t

least temporarily.
There is danger in tlùs process stimulating false hope in
impossible situations.

Howevor, if responsibly

rrk~naged,

l think

the toté'.l expcrience can have lasting values in the community,
no matter what its ultimate fate is.
A more conscious community is far more able to anticipr.te the
realities of its future."

B)

FiL~ng

and Recording during ScreeninKs - The misanthrope character of

Seldom was not the only discovery made during the screenings.

The Gill

Net - Cod Trap division became clear as did the issue of centralization
on the island.

Wc also bccame aware of the effects of the lack of

navigational skill on longliners and found a fisherman who taught
himself navigation.

For these roasons it is important that filming,

or sorne recording go on during the screenings.

These should be shown

in a separate set of screenings.
It is also important to be able to record events that were affccted
by the screenings, such as the co-op meeting and the Improvement
Committee's deliberations.
Reactions at the screenings should also be recorded, either by film
or tape.

This is important for report and evaluation purposes.

To

be effective though, the filming should occur at several meetings
over a long period of time since the camera has, at first, a retarding
affect on discussion.
If filming is impossible, slide and tape can be used very effectively.
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9) Role of Ristribution Representative - In order to dcrive the

nk~mum

effoct from the screenings, and discussions, the person responsible for
this process should be closely involved in the film.1Wking.
only "'Tay he

CéID

This is the

familiarize himself with the issues and people and

becone known in the community.

A certain position accrues to a film

crew on location and it is important that he be associated with thom.
The relationships that were established by the director in the Fogo
project, were important for the distribution person.

It would have beon

much botter if the distribution co-ordinator "las present whon contacts
wore originally made.
It is aIso essential that he acquires a rapport

~~th

the crew at this

stage, so they can be properly integrated whon refilming occurs.

It

is linportant that a team approach be usod so aIl can share in the aLulysis
of the efforts and feel

s~npat}~

for the overall aims of the project.

10) Programme Alternatives - Bocause of the lack of time, we did not have an
opportunity to experiment in programming.
stop the experiment at any time.

We folt that wcather would

Our emphasis

l'laS

on maximum oxposure

in tho shortest possible time, while trying to arouse discussion.

This

placed us in the disadvantageous position of having to arouse discussion
in unwieldy groups, and also
owners.

rrk~de

us vulnerable to the whims of hall

(This is serious for it is almost impossible not to threaten

someone with the responses caused by the films.)

Public scroenings

are a necessity, because they are a cornm.unity event, but their cffectiveness could bo supplemented by specialized discussions rund screcnings for
specific interest groups.
~\Te

rarely screened for small groups or org:'..nizations of adults or

childrcn and thore are many of thom on the Island, nor did wo schedulc
many informaI screenings.

l would Iike to have had more films and

discussion in the bar.
l would also like to have

experL~ented

with buzz groups or seminar

techniques, but this was nover done.
Givon more time, many opportunitios present themselves.

The project

personnel can more actively and deliberately engage in inforTIlal discussions and interviews.

Bccause thcy provide a focal point for community

discussion, they should become socially involved.

Taped interviews cotùd

also be carried on informally during the day and on free evonings.
should be allowed for these functions.
Thore are also variations on the type of participation this pro cess
can elicit.

We were mainly concerned with a wide general discussion

Timo
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in the community with the purpose of creating consensus on certain issues.
It is also possible to have more specifie responses.

At one point on

Fogo, when controversy raged around the function of the Improvement
Committee, we informally arranged to have members of the Committee
present at the next screening.

Perhaps in future projects public access

to the Development Committee could be formally incorporated into some
of the screenings.
Another variation could channel the responses into direct action or
support for specific development.

This could be done in various ways.

One method would encompass the acceptance of film as a legitimate form
of development research, allowing the people to directly participate in
this process.

This could compliment the resource inventories and

attitude surveys presently used by social scientists.

Then a tentative

development plan could be formulated, and tested during the screenings.
The screenings and discussion could then serve to involve the
in shaping its own plan and engage support for development.

co~nunity

Inherent

in this method is acceptance of the film as a legitimate research and
action tool, and recognition of the need for community participation at
aIl stages in development.
The people would gladly participate in this process.

On Fogo we found

that the prime motives for participation was a desire to use any means
to affect their own destiny and to cormnunicate with government and the
outside world.
Il) .Ine Role of Conflist - \Ie think the intensity of discussion should be
related to the effect discussion has on direct development.

In other

words, if, &s we were doing, the purpose of the project is intercommunity

co~unication

and creation of consensus, the degree of conflict

thon can be constructive, l'Jill be less than \Vith other projects.

A

project that channels the responses into direct action can handle more.
The rcason for this is obvious.

A small isolated community cau bc torn

apart if its people and problems are left exposed and unresolvod.

The

motivation to reconcile problems is greater whon direct action is being
considered.

In a discussion the influence to reconcile conflict cornes

from the discussion leader.

His is a difficult role, for if no conflict

or tension is elicited, it usually means that little communication has
gone on.

The position bctween definition and recognition, and division,

is quite precarious.
Perhaps our films could have catered to the defining of conflicting
opinion, more than they did.

Although we presented views supporting
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the adoption of longliners, and a centralized school, and also opinions
against centralization off the island and the effects of welfare, we
never heard opinions counter to these.

The closest we came was with the

Billy Crane Leaves His Island reel, and it waSi the most successful one.
12) The Film as Social Science Data - The involvement of social scientists
as objective evaluators is needed if we are to properly assesa the real
effects of the project.

This will have to mean the acceptance of social

scientists of a project of this nature as legitimate material for study.
13) Technology - Recent technological developments suggest that there will

soon be cheaper methods of conducting this type of project.
metre and videotape are examples.

Eight milli-

It is also possible to use still

photographs and tape for carousel-slide presentations, although the impact
is lessened.
14) Effect of our IIPresence" - Just the fact that outsiders came to Fogo

Island, and invested time, activity and money, had an energizing effect
on the community.

l thicl{ it boosted morale and helped raise the

importance of the community in the eyes of its inhabitants.
It also raised the community's importance in government eyes.

Although,

l doubt that many govemment officiaIs knew what was specifically
happening on Fogo, they knew that something strange was going on.

After

the screening for the government, a fuller appreciation of the process
was communicated.
Thus, when correspondence or requests now come from Fogo, they will not
be treated as just any community.

The sound of the name will cause

recognition and attention.

15) Further Observations - vfuat about the future use of the film material?
It was planned that the project should start with the people of Fogo
Island and work its way up.

But how far afield should the film ,shot on

Fogo go? l'le don 't yet know for sure but the people who first await the
answer and who are mes t entitled to an answer are the people of Fogo.
During the filming, Fogo people everywhere asked us if their statements
were going to be run off the Island.

Many people were concerned that

the statements receive a broad distribution.

We were able to guarantee

that the film would be run at the University and that the provincial
government would be invited to attend.
Several people on Fogo Island expressed the idea that we would not dare
run their statements in st. John's or Ottawa.
vie not only ran aIl the major significant statements in st 0' John' s, we

encouraged a response to those statements by the sarne technique we used
in the Fogo Island screenings - by asking for discussion after these
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screenings.

The reaction was critical but supportive.

In one case we

filmed a response by a government official.
Since this material has passed the scrutiny of the individuals involved
and received the general approval of the community, attempts to censor
it for future screenings would be a grave disservice to the people of
Fogo - nothing less than a dismissing of their opinions.

It also would

gravely undermine the confidence of the community in the filmmaker, and
make other such projects impossible.
Because the film material records the opinions of individuals it is
bound to show the bias that aIl individuals have, that aIl of us have;
it also will contain errors of facto

Because the filmmaker must be

passionately concerned with obtaining a balance of viewpoints, he must
avoid undermining government programmes and efforts e.nd, at the sarne
time, avoid becoming a mouthpiece for propaganda from e ither local
pressure groups or government departments.
So that aIl these things can be done: to give the opinions of the Fogo
Islanders the respect they deserve; to prevent censorship; and to
avoid any hint of propaganda, we propose that the University must
decide the extent of general distribution of the lne.terial outside the
community after it has been seen by the University and the government.
lk believe the government departments concerned with questions raised

by the film material should be allowed to quaI ify the material by
statements added to the films.
Government departments should not have the power to request deletion of
material before release.

It may be that the department concerned may

ask the University to delay release until an examination is conducted
into a situation brought up by the materia1.

A certain length of time

may be agreed upon in order to allow time to investigate the situation
but the decision to release the material should be in the hands of the
University.

This material should always be represeuted as the opinions

of certain individuals and not the policy of the University.
This kind of w:>rk can only be based on the ideal of free speech and
debate - only then does the feedback from the individual and community
have any significance.
We think this project has the possibility of becoming a unique venture.
That it has ramifications of far-reaching significance - national and
international significance.

There is a desperate need for the develop-

ment of truly effective techniques of communication in difficult social
situations throughout North America.

The mass media techniques are so
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far failing to really cope with specifie localized problerns because thoy
are a one-way street.
The technology is here - it has been for some time.

The society which

incorporates in the fabric of its institutions a two-way dialogue and
debate will counteract the tendency towards dehumanization that seems to
go with the ever-increasing size and complexity of our institutions.
Democracy i8 based on participation and debate.

The citizen must he

brought back to the agora by the very technology that tends to screen
him from the centre of that vital discussion that has to do with his
survival and fulfillment on this planet.

